
Sea Creatures From The Sky

Prepare to be amazed as we uncover the fascinating mystery of sea creatures
falling from the sky. We have all heard of fish falling from the heavens, but the
phenomenon goes far beyond that. From astonishing deep-sea creatures to
breathtaking jellyfish, these unexpected visitors constantly leave us in awe.

Imagine standing in your backyard only to witness a mesmerizing spectacle - a
torrential downpour of marine life descending from the sky. This truly surreal
event has been reported in various regions across the globe, captivating both
scientists and the general public alike.
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The Science Behind It

While the idea of sea creatures falling from the sky may seem like a scene from a
science fiction movie, there is a logical explanation behind this natural
phenomenon. These occurrences, known as "animal rain" or "marine reign," are
thought to be the result of waterspouts or tornado-like whirlwinds over bodies of
water.

Waterspouts act as natural suction pumps, lifting fish, mollusks, and other sea
creatures up into storm clouds. These creatures can then be carried for miles
before being released back to the ground when the storm weakens. In some
cases, the creatures may still be alive upon impact.
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Scientists also attribute the presence of sea creatures in the skies to intense
storms that create powerful updrafts, capable of lifting lightweight marine life into
the atmosphere. These updrafts can reach several miles high, allowing the
creatures to travel amazing distances before falling back to Earth.

The Wonders of Marine Life in the Sky
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As strange as it may sound, witnessing sea creatures rain down from the sky
opens up a whole new world of possibilities. Some of the most astonishing
species found include remarkable jellyfish, peculiar crustaceans, and beautiful
small fish.

Jellyfish, in particular, leave a lasting impression when they descend from above.
Their delicate yet ethereal structures, gracefully floating towards the ground,
create a breathtaking sight. Pictures of these incredible occurrences have gone
viral, capturing the imagination of millions.



Another frequent visitor from the sky is the elusive flying fish. While not
uncommon to find in the ocean, these remarkable creatures have managed to
master the skies as well. With their uniquely adapted fins, they glide through the
air, wowing onlookers as they gracefully make their descent.

It's not just the appearance of these sea creatures that fascinates us, but also the
implications that their arrival holds. They provide valuable insights into the
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interconnectedness of seemingly separate ecosystems and remind us of the
wonders still waiting to be discovered beneath the waves.

Awe-Inspiring Experiences

For those fortunate enough to witness sea creatures falling from the sky, it is an
experience they will never forget. The surprise, awe, and wonder that accompany
such a spectacle serve as a reminder of the beauty and unpredictability of our
natural world.

“"Seeing jellyfish gently descending from the sky was like watching
a dream unfold in front of my eyes. It was a magical moment that
made me appreciate the incredible diversity of life, even beyond our
wildest imaginations." - Jane Doe, Seattle”

Nature has always found ways to surprise us, and these extraordinary events
exemplify just that. Sea creatures from the sky remind us of our place in the
grand tapestry of life and encourage us to explore and protect our planet's
delicate ecosystems.

So, if you ever find yourself looking up at the sky during a storm, keep your eyes
peeled for the unexpected. You might just catch a glimpse of a mesmerizing sea
creature making its descent, reminding us of the wonders that lie both beneath
the waves and above the clouds.

A Glimpse into Another World

The occurrence of sea creatures falling from the sky shines a light on the
extraordinary diversity and interconnectedness of our planet's ecosystems. It



offers a rare opportunity to witness the magical, mystical, and awe-inspiring
beauty of marine life in unexpected places.

As scientists continue to study and unravel the secrets behind this natural
phenomenon, we are left with a sense of wonder and anticipation. Who knows
what other surprises the sky may hold? Until then, let us cherish and protect the
incredible world we have the privilege to share with these mesmerizing sea
creatures from the sky.
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"The phenomenal artwork is what truly makes this book special. The landscapes
of the sea, the sky, and outer space are breathtaking. Cortés's different blending
and thinning of the colors create a world of beauty. This fascinating tale of
perspective and point of view makes a fine addition for most collections."
--School Library Journal

"Sumptuous paintings and an engaging conceit make this a terrific read-aloud
choice."
--Wall Street Journal

"A stunningly illustrated story of a shark who has a frightening encounter with 'sea
creatures' who come from above."
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--Brooklyn Daily Eagle

"Cortés' premise has child appeal and even some STEM utility, and his lovely
illustrations invite contemplation of the teeming worlds above and beneath the
sea...The depictions of the curve of the Earth in space and of the sky--cloudy or
starry, always vast--are lush...Enjoy this tale's accomplished visuals and
percussive rhymes."
--Kirkus Reviews

"[A] memorable and beautifully illustrated children's picture book...Ricardo
Cortés's stunning seascapes follow the adventures of a shark that has a story to
share about creatures who live above the ocean...Filled with humor and warmth,
Sea Creatures from the Sky will charm and entertain children."
--Midwest Book Review

"One can applaud Cortés for inviting us to learn about sharks...children will enter
and emerge from this book with a new understanding of humans' interest in
sharks and ocean life."
--New York Journal of Books

"Stunning illustrations immerse us into understanding the shark's perspective. A
valuable concept that can change how we think of any fellow earth dwelling
creature be it on earth or in the sea."
--The Reading Ninja

"The story moves in a poetic ebb and flow of an ocean current, and is well
balanced by the very colorful illustrations."
--Inspire the Muse



"A beautifully rhymed and painted book that is almost philosophically asking
about the being and existence of otherness. Proved and tested with my two-year-
old, who became very tranquil and curious looking at the beautiful seascape."
--The Manolist

"This is a gorgeously illustrated view of the world by a shark."
--The Cyberlibrarian

"A beautifully illustrated book that is a magical and compelling read!"
--MyShelf

"Enchanting. You feel like you're in the water swimming with the other fish...The
images alone are worth the price of the book."
--Journey of a Bookseller

A shark, swimming the seas, encounters...Aliens.

Will anyone believe it is true?

Sea Creatures from the Sky is a gorgeously illustrated children's picture book
from the New York Times best-selling illustrator of Seriously, Just Go to Sleep.
Cortés's stunning seascapes follow the adventures of a shark that has a story to
share about creatures who live above the ocean. Our shark encounters strange-
looking creatures who resemble nice, caring marine biologists. But after they
release it back into the ocean, the shark cannot find one friend to believe its tale.
Filled with humor and warmth, Sea Creatures from the Sky will charm children
and parents alike.
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